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8. for those who are established in me, the path of knowledge is of no value. the only thing that should be sought is salvation. a person should not seek a path of knowledge as a means to salvation; he should seek salvation directly. (cc. madhya, 24.336, purport, citing padma purana.) the extant manuscript consists of three volumes, the first two volumes of these
dating from the 16th century ce, and the third and final volume dating from 1713 ce. the first volume is known as the pada padma purana and is written in the dhakani script, the script used by the maithili community in the region, and the second volume is known as the avatam padma purana, and is written in marathi. the manuscripts of the padma purana have

survived into the modern era in various versions, of which two are major and significantly different, one traced to eastern and the other to western regions of india. it is one of the voluminous text, claiming to have 55,000 verses, with the actual surviving manuscripts showing about 50,000. the text consists of four main parts: (i) the padma purana, which deals with the
legend of vishnu's conception; (ii) the vayu purana, which discusses vishnu's birth as a child, his naming by brahma, his return to earth, his battle with the asura king of the netherworld, and his subsequent vanquishing of the asura king; (iii) the bhagavata purana, which narrates the worship of vishnu; and (iv) the bhagavata-kanda, which has the greater part of the
epic, as well as the bhagavad-gita, a part of the mahabharata, and the garuda purana. the vayu purana (sanskrit: वयु पुराण), also called the vayu-purana, is one of the eighteen major puranas, a genre of texts in hinduism. it is an encyclopedic text, named after the wind in which vishnu appeared, and includes large sections dedicated to vishnu, as well as significant

sections on shiva and shakti. it contains the brahma-vaivarta purana, which deals with the legend of brahma's birth and his singing of the vedas.
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8. just as from that time onwards, the service of guru will become a primary duty, just as one does in the
noble profession of teacher, and not a side service, as were done in the days of the secular rulers, so now
the service of guru or preceptor is no longer the private act of an individual or a caste, but one which is

public, for the upliftment of society. as the worship of the guru is connected with krishna's divine service,
it naturally leads us to krishna himself inasmuch as it is the prerequisite of all divine service. in that view,
the scripture explains that if the brahmin is superior to the vaishnava in the service of the guru, it is the
privilege of the vaishnava to do the desired service of the guru. as is the case of all other puranas, the

padma purana divides itself into the four stages (kalpas), comprising the treta, dvapara, kalya, and
chaturrthas, with the latter and the greatest part of the text dedicated to vishnu, and ending with the
bhuvana kalpas. just like the other puranas, the padma purana also deals with the origin, the creation,

the destruction and the final return of the universe. the first kalpa, the treta kalpa, deals with the deities
vishnu and brahma, while the second kalpa is dedicated to krishna. the gods' war against the asura, and
subsequent restoration by vamana, the king of the birds, and in which vishnu slays the asura by throwing

a log on him. the material part of the text (bhagawata purana) begins with a brief consideration of the
celestial and terrestrial sciences. the vedas are the first source of knowledge and word from brahman.

the vedas contain the brahma, vishnu, and shiva as three deities. the brahma and vishnu are united with
each other while they are the primeval elements of brahman, shiva is the primeval being of brahman as

well as the destroyer and re-creator, and is not active as a separate being. 5ec8ef588b
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